The problem {#s0001}
===========

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a serious public health problem across the globe, yet after decades of clinical trials, there has been a 100% failure to identify a drug that works in the acute stage of the injury when neuroprotection is most critical. Comprehensive reviews and suggestions from expert consensus panels addressing the problem began to appear over a dozen years ago (see Narayan et al. \[[@CIT0001]\] for an excellent earlier discussion of the issues), but little has changed since then in the conduct and outcomes of ensuing clinical trials. Society is still facing the same questions, despite very specific recommendations that could have been followed in subsequent trials. While the focus of this review is on the problem with recent trials for acute TBI, the high Phase III negative outcome rate problem is endemic, affecting sepsis, stroke, cancer, cardiology and orthopaedics research, to name just a few. These persistent failures have had a chilling effect on pharmaceutical industry investments in new drug development and the costs to pharma and government are staggering. It is no wonder that funding agencies and policy-makers in both sectors are deeply concerned and realize that continuing to do the same things in the same way cannot go on. Recent reviews of the literature support this contention and the titles are revealing:Why do phase III clinical trials in oncology fail so often? \[[@CIT0002]\].Uncertainty in the translation of pre-clinical experiments to clinical trials. Why do most phase III clinical trials fail? \[[@CIT0003]\].Why do Phase III trials of promising heart failure drugs often fail? The contribution of regression to the truth \[[@CIT0004]\].Why are there no good treatments for diabetic neuropathy? \[[@CIT0005]\].Understanding history and not repeating it. Neuroprotection for acute ischaemic stroke: From review to preview \[[@CIT0006]\].Animal models of sepsis: why does pre-clinical efficacy fail to translate to the clinical setting? \[[@CIT0007]\].

Despite much recent discussion, little has been done to change the situation for the better. This paralysis could be due in part to the lack of any broad consensus about where the most basic problems lie. One faction argues that the fault lies with pre-clinical animal studies that fail to translate to the human condition. Among the many papers on this issue, a recent article by Jickling and Sharp \[[@CIT0008]\] argues that this is the problem in the field of stroke, while Begley and Ellis \[[@CIT0009]\] make the same claim for pre-clinical cancer research. This is a substantive issue that deserves attention---in fact, animal studies have often *not* translated easily to clinical trial methodology or outcomes, but this is the arena in which most, if not all, mechanistic and exploratory drug studies are currently done.

Other factions cite issues with the design, execution and analysis of clinical trials themselves. Does the problem lie with the laboratory scientists or with the clinical trials? Yes! In a recent comprehensive review, Goodman and Gerson \[[@CIT0010]\] evaluate the strength of evidence of pre-clinical drug development data used to support clinical trials and it is clear from their annotated bibliography (well worth a read) that there are substantive problems. The ratio of screened compounds to marketed drugs is ∼1:10 000. Some drugs show strong biological and functional signals in animal studies, but fail to work in the clinic. However, using Bayesian analyses, the authors show that, although pre-clinical evidence lacks precision, it still yields quantitatively more evidence than the clinical phase of testing can do on its own. In fact, Goodman and Gerson estimate that basic research leading up to a clinical trial increases the odds of success 12-fold over the clinical research process by itself. In addition, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requires animal tests before patients can be exposed to any new molecular entities for the simple reason of ensuring safety. So, while the problems facing pre-clinical investigations are serious, they're far from the only reason for the many failures in clinical trials. What can be done to better the situation in both areas of inquiry?

Why are TBI clinical trials so problematic? {#s0002}
===========================================

This review will focus mostly on the failures of clinical trials testing pharmacological interventions for acute TBI and in particular on the failure of two major Phase III trials of progesterone in 2014. Progesterone is a natural steroid that can be synthesized by endocrine glands as well as by cells in the central nervous system (CNS), where it can act locally as a hormone \[[@CIT0011],[@CIT0012]\]. After several decades of pre-clinical work supporting the neuroprotective effects of progesterone, the failure of the clinical trials is a significant setback for the future of research using this hormone as a treatment for brain injury. Understanding why these trials failed to demonstrate treatment effectiveness following moderate-to-severe TBI is critically important and may serve as a useful training paradigm for the design and analysis of future clinical studies if researchers are to ever move beyond the 100% failure rate in this field.

The background: Progesterone treatment showed promise in pre-clinical research {#s0003}
==============================================================================

In many animal models of CNS injury, progesterone shows multi-factorial benefits in the repair of the damaged brain. Over 300 pre-clinical studies in both male and female subjects report that, given in the early stages of injury, progesterone reduces the expression of inflammatory cytokines \[[@CIT0013]\], levels of glutamate excitotoxicity \[[@CIT0014],[@CIT0015]\] and vasogenic and intracellular cerebral oedema \[[@CIT0016],[@CIT0017]\]; prevents apoptosis and necrosis \[[@CIT0018],[@CIT0019]\]; restores blood--brain-barrier integrity \[[@CIT0020],[@CIT0021]\]; and enhances functional recovery on sensory, cognitive and motor tasks \[[@CIT0022]\]. At the morphological level, acute administration of progesterone after neural injury can stimulate glial cells to increase myelin formation \[[@CIT0027]\] and restore metabolic function through its effects on the mitochondrial transition pore and in calcium channel modulation after injury \[[@CIT0014],[@CIT0030],[@CIT0031]\]. The hormone has growth-promoting properties and, in animal models of injury, stimulates the expression and release of brain-derived neurotrophic factor, nerve growth factor and insulin-like growth factor, which help to repair the damaged brain \[[@CIT0032]\] by stimulating neurogenesis and synaptogenesis \[[@CIT0035]\]. There is increasing evidence that progesterone regulates many genes involved in the expression of trophic factors and the inhibition of inflammatory cytokines and that it works through multiple nuclear and membrane-bound receptor mechanisms \[[@CIT0040]\] to regulate growth-promoting and anti-inflammatory genes involved in CNS and other tissue repair \[[@CIT0041]\]. At the pre-clinical level, progesterone and its metabolites produce all these beneficial effects in the brain and spinal cord after contusion injuries, nerve crush injuries \[[@CIT0042]\], diffuse axonal injury \[[@CIT0043]\], stroke \[[@CIT0044],[@CIT0045]\], haemorrhage \[[@CIT0046],[@CIT0047]\], cytotoxic injury \[[@CIT0048]\] and even in certain models of neurodegenerative diseases \[[@CIT0049]\].

Phase II trials seemed promising {#s0004}
================================

While there are a few reports in the pre-clinical literature showing no benefits of progesterone treatment \[[@CIT0052]\], the vast majority of studies supported the idea of testing it in patients with TBI and indicated that it had no toxic effects in the doses needed for neuroprotection after brain injury. Accordingly, beginning early in the new century, two single-centre clinical trials were conducted, one in Atlanta, GA with 100 patients with moderate-to-severe TBI and one in Hangzhou, China with 159 patients with severe TBI.

ProTECT II \[[@CIT0055]\] was a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial conducted at a Level 1 trauma centre in Atlanta, GA. It enrolled 100 male and female adult patients, with consent, within 11 hours after their injuries, who had either moderate or severe Glasgow Coma Scores (GCS) of 4--12. This scale goes from 3--15, where the lower number represents the worst level of consciousness and 15 represents the best outcome. There were four patients in the 3-day intravenous progesterone treatment group for every one patient in the placebo control group. Seventy-seven patients received progesterone in an Intralipid emulsion and 23 received just the Intralipid. The loading dose of progesterone was 0.71 mg kg^−1^ h^−1^ at 14 mL h^−1^ for the first hour and then 10 mL h^−1^ of 0.5 mg kg^−1^ h^−1^ for 11 hours. Five additional doses were given at 10 mL h^−1^ for a total of 3 days of treatment at 12 mg kg^−1^day^−1^; the average treatment delay was 6.3 hours. The frequency of serious adverse events (SAEs) and mortality at 30 days post-injury were the measures of drug safety. The primary measure of functional benefit, also measured at 30 days post-TBI, was the dichotomized Glasgow Outcome Scale-extended (GOS-E). The Disability Rating Scale (DRS), another quality-of-life measure, was also used.

No SAEs were observed for the treatment group compared to controls, who received current standard of care. At 30 days post-injury, treated patients with severe TBI (GCS 4--8) remained in coma longer, but had a significantly lower mortality rate compared to controls, yet had slightly worse GOS-E and DRS scores compared to controls, possibly due to survival of a badly-injured treated sub-population that would have died had they been members of the control group. The patients diagnosed with moderate TBI (GCS 9--12) and given progesterone had better 30-day outcomes on the GOS-E and DRS than those who received placebo. Patients who had been discharged from the hospital were assessed by telephone. The authors of the study were careful to note that this was a small, single-centre study with a 4:1 ratio of experimental treatment to controls examining outcomes *only* at 30 days post-injury using measures that an National Institutes of Health (NIH) expert consensus panel noted 'can miss clinically important findings that may be detectable by more sophisticated neuropsychological tests' \[[@CIT0056]\]. They also noted that their primary purpose was to assess safety, not efficacy. No biomarkers, dose--response, duration of treatment or timing of treatment initiation parameters were evaluated.

At about the same time, a Phase II, single-centre, 1:1 randomized trial conducted in Hangzhou, China \[[@CIT0057]\] focused on 159 male and female adult patients with severe TBI (GCS 3--8) only. Blinded treatment with progesterone or vehicle (1 mg kg^−1^) was given by intramuscular injection in camellia oil vehicle in patients enrolled within 8 hours after injury and then once every 12 hours for 5 days at 2 mg kg^−1^day^−1^. No dose--response, duration of treatment or timing of treatment initiation was evaluated. The average treatment delay was 3.7 hours. Primary neurological outcomes were measured by the GOS dichotomized into favourable or unfavourable outcomes. For secondary efficacy measures the trial used the Functional Independence Measure (FIM) and mortality at 3 and 6 months post-injury.

In this study, no SAEs during hospitalization were reported for the treatment group. With 84% availability of patients at 6-month follow-up, mortality was also significantly lower for the progesterone group (18% vs 32%). At both 3- and 6-month follow-ups, the patients treated with progesterone also reportedly had significantly better dichotomized GOS and FIM scores than the controls.

Although the protocols were significantly different and each of the two studies had serious limitations that the authors were careful to note in their publications, the results of the Phase II trials were interpreted to suggest that at both the 1-month end-point of the ProTECT II trial and the 3- and 6-month end-points of the Chinese trial, severely injured TBI patients given progesterone treatments had lower mortality than controls. On the other hand, in ProTECT II GOS scores were improved at 1 month, but only in the moderately injured patients, while such improvements were seen in the severely injured patients in the Chinese trial at both 3 and 6 months. Both trials reported no SAEs due to treatment.

If at first you don't fail: Phase III protocols and results {#s0005}
===========================================================

At the time of these reports there were no other approved neuroprotective treatments for acute TBI, so the results were considered encouraging enough to go forward to Phase III testing. Two independent, FDA-approved, NIH- and industry-sponsored Phase III trials were conducted almost simultaneously and both failed to support the Phase II studies \[[@CIT0058],[@CIT0059]\]. Once again, the field faces a 100% failure rate in finding a safe and effective acute-stage, neuroprotective treatment for TBI.

ProTECT III, the NIH/NINDS trial, was a double-blinded, two-arm, 1:1, 49-centre trial that intended to enrol ∼1200 patients with moderate-to-severe acute TBI, based primarily on the evaluation of patients with GCS scores of 4--12 \[[@CIT0058]\]. Over 17 600 patients with TBI were screened to obtain the ∼1200 intended for enrolment. The goal was to obtain a 10% absolute difference in outcome between the treatment and control groups. The median age of the patients was 35 years, although some were in the range of 70--94 years. Seventy-four per cent were males. Patients ranged from moderate to severe: 29% were classified as moderate, 54% as moderate-to-severe and ∼18% as severe at the time of randomization. Patients received i.v. progesterone in Intralipid within 4 hours after the injury or Intralipid alone. The progesterone was first dissolved in ethanol by the Emory Investigational Drug Service and then shipped to the individual centres where it was mixed at each site with a 20% Intralipid emulsion according to the weight of the patient. The actual preparation of the drug (0.05 mg kg^−1^ body weight per millilitre of infusate) or vehicle was coded and blinded to the staff. A new intravenous drip bag was provided every 24 hours. The treatment started within 4 hours after injury and began with a 1-hour loading dose followed by 71 hours of continuous infusion at 12 mg kg^−1^day^−1^ and then 24 hours of tapering towards the end of the treatment for a total infusion of 96 hours. Thus, patients received 14 ml h^−1^ for 1 hour and then 10 ml h^−1^ for the duration of treatment. Patients were followed for ∼6 months (±30 days) post-injury using the stratified, dichotomized GOS-E as the primary outcome measure to assess favourable or unfavourable outcomes based on initial evaluation of injury severity. Patients with a less severe initial injury had to have a 'better' recovery than those with a more severe injury. Secondary outcomes at 5--7 months were incidence of mortality, DRS scores and frequency and types of SAEs.

After enrolment of 882 patients and a second interim analysis of the blinded data, ProTECT III was stopped for futility when no statistically significant differences between the progesterone-treated and placebo groups were found in mortality or on the primary functional GOS-E outcome at 6 months post-injury. At this stage the only positive finding was that the hormone had 'an acceptable safety profile' in which there were no SAEs due to the treatment. There were no data to suggest that progesterone had any benefit over placebo.

The SyNAPSe Phase III trial was supported by BHR Pharma, a privately held company with a long history of making progesterone products, and conducted in ∼180 centres across 21 countries in Asia, Europe and North and South America \[[@CIT0059]\]. Over 10 500 patients were screened for eligibility and 9000 excluded from further enrolment. The SyNAPSe double-blind, randomized, two-arm, 1:1 study completed its enrolment of 1195 patients, all with an initial diagnosis of severe TBI defined as GCS 3--8. The patients were 16--70 years of age and received either i.v. progesterone in a proprietary lipid emulsion of 6% soybean oil and 1.2% egg lecithin or just the emulsion within 8 hours after injury and continued for 120 hours. The patients in the treatment group received a 1-hour loading dose of 0.71 mg kg^−1^ followed by 0.50 mg kg^−1^ h^−1^ for 119 hours at 12 mg kg^−1^day^−1^ without a final taper. Blood levels of progesterone were analysed 2 days after initial dosing and showed a median level of 335 ngml^−1^, similar to the levels reported in the ProTECT II trial.

For SyNAPSe, the primary outcome measure was the GOS and then the GOS-E at 6 months post-injury. The slightly different GOS-E was employed later after the initial injury because it uses several more categories of disability (and recovery) classification and was thought to have more potential to find an effect. A 36-item short form health survey administered at 3 and 6 months was also used to assess patients' quality-of-life---if they were able to complete the questionnaire at all. To meet FDA requirements for fast-track approval of their progesterone formulation, the study investigators set out to find a 10% improvement in outcome in patients with severe TBI at the relatively stringent two-tailed significance level of *p* \< 0.01. The trial investigators also examined the possibility that there would be geographic differences in outcome as well as differences in outcomes based on estimates of best, worst and intermediate recovery, as determined by the GOS scores.

On the 6-month GOS-E, there were no statistically significant differences between the placebo and progesterone groups. The proportion of progesterone-treated patients with good recovery was the same as the placebo group (50.4% vs 50.5%). Even with a sliding dichotomy analysis, there were no significant differences on the GOS or GOS-E at either 3 or 6 months. As with ProTECT III, there were no more adverse events in the progesterone group than in the placebo.

What went wrong? {#s0006}
================

Both the ProTECT and the SyNAPSe authors propose a number of factors that could have led to the negative results of the trials. Skolnick et al. \[[@CIT0059]\] cite the probably inappropriate characterization of TBI as a uni-dimensional disorder based primarily on GCS and Marshall classification scores of initial injury that are based on categorizing CT scan abnormalities; also the insensitivity of the measures and the lack of any mechanistic early outcome end-points and biomarkers as possible 'major obstacles' to obtaining positive findings. Many of these issues were discussed and evaluated while the trials were still in progress (see Maas et al. \[[@CIT0060]\] for an excellent review). Additional factors that deserve attention are: possible issues with the dose levels and/or durations of treatment selected for the Phase II studies; not optimizing those parameters in additional Phase II studies prior to planning Phase III studies; errors of execution of approved protocols; effects of rehabilitation and other therapies on outcome measures; and even time pressure from patent and other economic factors pushing to complete the project before the possibility of late recovery with or without treatment could be assessed.

In the case of progesterone for TBI, clinicians had access to hundreds of published animal studies in a variety of central and peripheral neural injury models with molecular, physiological markers and multiple functional/behavioural outcomes supporting the neuroprotective effects of the hormone in CNS injuries. These pre-clinical reports pointed to a number of critical parameters such as dosing levels, duration of treatment, window of treatment, route of administration, sex and age differences as variables needing attention in clinical trial designs. Yet, for reasons that are not yet evident, the two very similar Phase III trials went forward without incorporating any drug optimization studies into their design.

In a recent editorial in *Nature Reviews Neurology*, Menon and Maas \[[@CIT0061]\] conclude that better trial design, better patient selection procedures, better outcome measures and better options for when to take them and how often are needed. The subject needs better everything! Indeed, Menon and Maas raise the question of whether TBI is just 'intrinsically unmodifiable' or the outcome tests are 'intrinsically too insensitive'. The ProTECT III investigators \[[@CIT0058]\] ask whether 'It is possible that the heterogeneity of the injury, confounding pre-existing conditions, and characteristics of individual patients (e.g., resilience), which can well be controlled in animal models, play too large a role to overcome in human disease' (p. 9). They propose that what is needed are rigorous multi-centre trials in animals that better simulate human trials if the field is to advance, despite the fact that the pre-clinical experiments that informed the Phase II progesterone trials met all of the Stroke Therapy Academic Industry Roundtable recommendations, with the exception of testing in non-human primates. (It may be worth noting that primates---human patients---were in fact tested, with more subjects than would likely have been used if the subjects were monkeys.) The SyNAPSe group \[[@CIT0059]\], also using just the GOS-E, point to the long history of failures, citing the insensitivity of current outcome measures among other 'major obstacles' to the development of successful treatments and the limitations in the ability to translate experimental data to the context of TBI in humans.

Defining TBI {#s0007}
============

It appears that for many diseases, including and perhaps especially TBI, the outcome measures and end-points selected for evaluation do not clearly reflect the course of the disease being studied and, in the case of TBI and stroke, are not sensitive enough to quantitatively measure short- and long-term deficits and their gradual recovery over time, particularly in cases where recovery is only modest. The same problems may hold for clinical trials conducted in the post-acute stage. In a recent consensus paper, Maas et al. \[[@CIT0060]\] highlighted the problems with both acute and post-acute clinical trial research, noting that,"In particular, there is little continuity in research between acute and post-acute care studies. Nevertheless, disparities in access to post-acute care may influence the recovery process and confound interpretation of outcomes. A major challenge in the post-acute care phase is posed by the highly variable time periods at which data are recorded, confounding comparability of studies and interpretation of their results. Thus, a great need exists for more prospective longitudinal studies bridging the gap between acute and post-acute research in TBI (p. 38)."

Furthermore, there is still no clear consensus on how TBI should be characterized and defined. If the disease is hard to define and if the measures are not sensitive or consistently representative of the extent of the injury, sophisticated statistics techniques (dichotomized scaling, logistic regressions, probabilistic odds ratios and so on) will not avail. Again, as emphasized by Maas et al. \[[@CIT0060]\],"Traditional clinical trials and studies have relied upon a hypothesis-driven, model-based approach. While this reductionistic approach has been very successful in developing treatments for infectious diseases and cancer, where single organisms or cell types are responsible for the pathology, there has been only limited success using this approach for more heterogeneous complex diseases, such as inflammatory disease, diabetes and cardiovascular disease. In these complex disorders there is likely no single factor that is responsible for the disease. This is particularly true for disorders of the central nervous system, such as traumatic brain injury, for which there is significant heterogeneity in the aetiology, pathology, mechanisms and outcome (p. 39)."

Heterogeneity of the injuries, the potential for 'spontaneous recovery' (where some patients, despite massive physical damage to the brain, show surprisingly extensive recovery) and the lack of any correlative measures indicating locus and extent of the damage could have led to problems in defining the TBI itself. In some cases, for example, depending on the locus a circumscribed injury could produce low GCS and GOS scores while a larger injury in another area might result in a much better outcome score. In closed head injuries where diffuse axonal damage may occur throughout the brain, imaging technologies are not yet sensitive enough to determine what is damaged and how widespread the damage is. In both Phase III trials, thousands of potential patients had to be screened to find those that met the criteria for enrolment. ProTECT III patients had to be enrolled within 4 hours after their injuries, so detailed screenings to eliminate fluctuations in GCS scores were very limited. Patients enrolled with co-morbidities could make it more difficult to assess whether their functional status was due to the injury itself or to pre-existing, hard-to-screen disease conditions which could affect the response to treatment, such as a history of alcohol or substance abuse. Both the wide variety of medical treatments for such co-morbid conditions and additional treatments for TBI-related pathologies (e.g. anti-epileptics and analgesics) present potential confounds. As just one example, in a small trial of post-acute amantadine administration after TBI which failed to find a difference between treatment and placebo, 'approximately one-third of the patients received potentially confounding medications' (\[[@CIT0062]\], p. 823). The problem of heterogeneity of the patient samples enrolled in trials has plagued the field, as was noted in the failure of the COBRIT Phase III trial testing the effects of oral, long-term dosing with citicoline to obtain any differences in the outcome of treatment and placebo groups. This trial admitted a new category of patients with 'mild-complicated', as well as patients with moderate and severe TBI \[[@CIT0063]\]. It is clear that how TBI is characterized needs to be changed.

Dosing {#s0008}
======

In ProTECT III and SyNAPSe, with just one dose level and two very similar durations of treatment, it's possible, even likely, that a sub-optimal dose and/or schedule was used in both trials. Phase III trials are normally used to confirm efficacy in a large population after a particular dose and schedule have already been optimized in previous Phase II trials \[[@CIT0064]\]. Unfortunately, in this case no attempt was made to optimize either dose or schedule prior to Phase III initiation. The two Phase II trials that were done differed significantly in several ways: they used 6-fold different dose levels (12 vs 2 mg kg^−1^day^−1^), different routes (i.v. vs i.m.) and vehicles (Intralipid vs camellia oil) in the ProTECT II and Chinese trials, respectively. On the other hand, two similar, relatively short, dosing durations (3 and 5 days) were used in the two studies and it's entirely possible that neither duration approached what would be necessary for optimal treatment in humans. Instead of attempting to reconcile and optimize the above conditions in an additional Phase II trial, the investigators chose perhaps a more risky strategy of employing the high dose level used in ProTECT II for both ProTECT III and SyNAPSe and 3-day (plus a 1-day taper) and 5-day dosing durations, respectively, also similar to those used in Phase II. It is important to note that, in pre-clinical studies in both TBI and stroke models, an inverted U-shaped dose--response curve was observed, with higher doses of progesterone showing no efficacy. However, these data were not available to the clinical investigators until well after the trials were underway \[[@CIT0045],[@CIT0065],[@CIT0066]\]. This is one reason why having a dosing optimization study as part of the Phase III (or Phase II) trials might have been worthwhile.

Over-valuing false positives {#s0009}
============================

The two Phase III trial reports in the *NEJM* were accompanied by an editorial \[[@CIT0067]\], attempting to put the issue of constant Phase III trial failure into perspective. Schwamm \[[@CIT0067]\] notes that both trials had much in common with other failed neuroprotection trials and attributes these failures, in part, to the 'lack of informative pre-clinical models and biomarkers' relevant to TBI in humans. He concurs with a widely cited article by Ioannidis \[[@CIT0068]\], arguing that clinical research in general typically fails because the laboratory studies on which trials are based often do not replicate one another and have too many false-positive findings. According to Schwamm \[[@CIT0067]\] and Ioannidis \[[@CIT0068]\], these published papers then lead to unwarranted and over-enthusiastic estimations of effect sizes and are uncritically reported in the peer-review literature and accepted and used by the clinical community to go forward with clinical trials (see also Mak et al. \[[@CIT0069]\] for further discussion of this issue as related to cancer clinical trials).

Schwamm \[[@CIT0067]\] suggests that the over-optimistic interpretation of pre-clinical and Phase II data and the uncritical reliance on a system that tends to generate false positives could be one of the stanzas in the 'Siren Song' that leads clinicians astray in setting up clinical trials. Schwamm correctly observes that there was only modest improvement in functional outcomes at 1 month for ProTECT II and at 6 months for the Chinese trial, where (he asserts) re-assignment of just one patient in the placebo group from unfavourable to favourable outcome would have changed the overall trial results to favour no effect between the treatment and control groups. Schwamm also notes that, for the ProTECT II study, there was an expectation that 50% of the patients in the placebo group would have good outcomes and, indeed, in the Phase III trial 55% of the patients in the placebo group did have favourable outcomes---perhaps indicating that just being enrolled in a clinical trial can lead to better outcomes, possibly because all the patients are receiving more attention and better overall care.

The claims made by Schwamm and other critics do have merit. There *is* a lack of translation from the pre-clinical animal research to effective Phase III trial outcomes. Nor does every published paper meet the rigorous standards operationally defined by some researchers using meta-analyses to determine what passes for good work and what does not \[[@CIT0010],[@CIT0068],[@CIT0070]\]. If the problem is as widespread as claimed and if most pre-clinical research cannot be trusted, this could very well turn out to be an existential question for basic research in neuroscience. If it does not translate, what is its purpose? Are the monitors and critics right in saying that pre-clinical studies have nothing to offer in informing clinical trial research?

Whose criteria should be used to decide what constitutes 'solid' pre-clinical data? What determines a 'well-vetted hypothesis'? How much corroboration and replication is 'required'? How do outcome measures for different disease conditions become standardized? How will it be decided when there is enough supportive evidence to go forward with a clinical trial? Again, some progress is being made in this area and perhaps in future trials this issue will be handled more appropriately \[[@CIT0071]\].

Outcome measures: Blunt instruments {#s0010}
===================================

Schwamm \[[@CIT0067]\] suggests that future problems can be avoided by pooling pre-clinical data and requiring more co-ordinated and sequential Phase II trials using *standardized outcomes* to replicate potential findings. However, while important to consider as a valid strategy for planning future trials, this approach may actually be one of the key reasons that clinical trials for TBI (and stroke) continue to fail: the great majority of them use the same standardized, short, blunt instruments evaluating quality-of-life that do not approach the detail and precision of the measures used to evaluate morphological and functional outcomes required of animal studies. Subjective rating measures in pre-clinical studies would not be publishable if bench scientists used non-quantitative 'quality-of-life' outcome measures applied to animals analogous to a 7--10-minute questionnaire about how patients think they are doing at 30 days or 6 months after moderate-to-severe brain injury. This is a very substantive difference between pre-clinical research and clinical trials.

Surprisingly, the issue of faulty outcome measurement is well known to clinicians leading clinical trials. Both mainstays of TBI outcome, the GCS and the GOS, have been taken to task as tools for evaluating brain damage. An opinion article by Green \[[@CIT0074]\] finds that \`It is time to abandon the... GCS, as this ubiquitous neurologic scoring system is confusing, unreliable and unnecessarily complex, and its manner of common clinical use is statistically unsound.... To be accurate and useful, a clinical scale must be reproducible. Unfortunately the GCS contains multiple subjective elements and has repeatedly demonstrated surprisingly low interrater reliability in a variety of settings\' (p. 427). Yet if this test is the very basis for categorizing patients by the severity of their injury (mild, moderate, severe) and determining treatment protocols, it should be obvious that a serious situation exists.

Others have raised similar issues (see Maas et al. \[[@CIT0060]\] and Retzios \[[@CIT0075]\] for a discussion of problematic neuroprotection end-points in clinical trials). If the GOS has problems similar to the GCS (and it does), then misclassification of patients, moving them arbitrarily into one category or another (regardless of how ordinal the measures may be), inter-rater reliability and levels of competence in scoring across many centres and indeed across continents and countries could produce substantial variability in how the outcome measures are interpreted \[[@CIT0076],[@CIT0077]\].

The subjective nature of the GOS-E {#s0011}
==================================

The GOS relies on patient or close caregiver evaluations in a yes/no format. A sample of questions:Is the assistance of another person at home essential every day for some activities of daily living?Do you need frequent help or someone to be around most of the time?Did you need assistance before your injury?Are you able to shop without assistance?Can you travel locally without assistance?Are you currently able to work to previous capacity?Do you/the patient have psychological problems?

The subjective nature of the GOS-E questions and the lack of quantification of deficits or recovery from them are obvious. In addition, self-assessments of one's condition can often be flawed and subject to unrealistic optimism or pessimism, which can be influenced by the patient's family, caregivers and economic circumstances (see Dunning et al. \[[@CIT0078]\] for in-depth discussion). As an example, since most patients with moderate-to-severe TBI, at least in the US, often receive disability payments from insurers or the government, their responses to the GOS-E at only 3 or 6 months after their injury might alter the status of their reimbursements. How would this be evaluated in a yes/no survey of quality-of-life? Should this question even be asked? Could this be a confounding variable when the maximum time of testing is at 6 months after a TBI? 'Post-concussion syndrome' resulting from a mild TBI, while often resolving within 3 months, can last for up to a year in some patients \[[@CIT0079]\]. If this is the case, would it be likely that patients would respond well to a quality-of-life questionnaire? There is also evidence to suggest that there are sex differences in how long it takes to recover from a concussion in young patients \[[@CIT0082]\]. So, if a mild concussion can have such long-term effects, when, indeed, is it appropriate to measure the long-term consequences of moderate to severe TBI---especially on quality-of-life indicators?

The weakness of the GOS-E as a primary assessment tool has been re-emphasized in describing the criteria and design of a new TBI clinical trial for the testing of cerebrolysin as a potential neuroprotective agent \[[@CIT0083]\]. As Poon et al. \[[@CIT0083]\] note, 'In a clinical trial, a single outcome measure cannot capture all clinical relevant information from any type of TBI survivor' (p. 572). They further state that the"commonly used GOS and GOS-E, which measure global functioning after TBI, are insensitive to important and specific deficits in behaviour, executive function, memory and emotion that may produce significant disabilities ... Further, previous trials often dichotomize the GOS and GOS-E to enable logistic regression analysis of multiple predictors as covariates, *a method that has been shown to discard potentially relevant information, limit statistical power, and not correspond well with clinical practice* (pp. 572--573; emphasis added)."

Are long(er)-term outcome measures worthwhile? {#s0012}
==============================================

Because of cost and the difficulty of retaining patients and repeatedly visiting them to monitor outcomes, the longest TBI and stroke trials typically measure outcomes is ∼6--12 months after the injury. As noted, in the case of severe TBI, this may simply not be enough time for patients and their caregivers to feel that they have made substantial progress on quality-of-life measures.

Particularly with a *severe* brain injury, how likely is it that quality-of-life would, indeed, substantially improve by only 6 months? In any case, there is substantial evidence from psychological studies that self-assessment often leads to flawed outcomes and inconsistent experimental findings. In addition, if the scores also have only moderate-to-weak correlations with other biomarker measures, the problems with interpretation of outcomes become even more severe and the trials more likely to 'fail'. The extent of recovery may also depend on the level and duration of rehabilitation and counselling therapy that patients receive after injury. The substantial variability that would be contributed by the type, duration and professional level of rehabilitation therapies (or not), treatment centres, states and countries could have profoundly influenced the outcomes of these two trials---especially in the 3--6 months following the injuries. Recently, Lingsma et al. \[[@CIT0084]\] analysed individual data from close to 10 000 patients with moderate-to-severe TBI that were enrolled in 10 randomized, controlled trials using the GOS at 6 months as the primary measure. The investigators reported 'substantial differences' in overall quality of care and outcomes, particularly in Europe (3.8-fold) vs the US, where the differences were 'only' 2.4-fold. Lingsma et al. \[[@CIT0084]\] noted that, in some centres, unfavourable outcomes were more than double the average, while other hospitals had less than half the average of patients with unfavourable scores. Wide-ranging differences like those reported by Lingsma et al. have the potential to obscure any treatment effects in any trial, regardless of the agent used, especially if the only outcome measure is the GOS and GOS-E or other similarly blunt and qualitative measures. Even if this issue could have been addressed in some way, another problem stems from the contextual structure of the GOS-E questions themselves, which can appear to guide the patients and their caregivers into focusing on what is wrong with them and what they cannot do compared to their pre-injury state, rather than on how much they have been able to accomplish despite their injury.

More quantitative measures are available, but they are expensive and time-consuming {#s0013}
===================================================================================

To improve assessment of the patients' condition, the recording of more details about their specific disabilities and/or extent and type of recovery from them would seem to be in order. As in animal studies, it is also possible to measure and quantify the rate and extent of recovery of gait, sensory and cognitive abilities over time \[[@CIT0066]\] and such information would help the patient recognize that they are (or are not) improving by a specific amount---even though they may remain in their original category as assessed by the GOS-E over time. Such subtle changes in recovery or worsening are missed when only subjective sliding scales and broad categories of quality-of-life outcomes are used---and, without better monitoring, it is difficult to know whether responders to the GOS questionnaire over- or under-estimate the patient's condition at any given time \[[@CIT0078]\] (see also Menon and Maas \[[@CIT0061]\] for more discussion of this issue). As noted, comprehensive neuropsychological tests require the services of a skilled professional, are time consuming (4 or more hours/session as opposed to the 15-minute GOS-E), fatiguing to patients with disabilities, more intrusive, harder to interpret and certainly more expensive to administer---especially if testing over repeated intervals is part of the clinical trial design. These factors militate against their use and clearly favour simplified, easy-to-use and understand tests like the GOS.

Clearly, the many problems surrounding the GOS or GOS-E (or similar short-form evaluations such as the Galveston Orientation and Amnesia Test (GOAT), which is thought to measure a patient's level of 'disorientation') as a primary outcome measure in TBI trials are known and understood. Roozenbeek et al. \[[@CIT0085]\] recently critiqued the GOS in these terms: '\[S\]etting an arbitrary threshold which patients must cross to demonstrate clinical improvement is not reflective of the clinical situation and, in fact, substantially reduces chances of showing benefit... Although, perhaps intuitively attractive because it is so simple, the traditional approach to dichotomize the GOS is counterproductive and disregards potentially valuable information contained in the ordinal scale (p. 40). Yet, the authors note, "In the absence of early mechanistic end-points, TBI investigators and regulatory authorities have both adopted the ... GOS ... as the standard for primary efficacy analysis' (p. 4).

Others have proposed dichotomizing GOS scores rather than using the standard GOS outcomes \[[@CIT0086]\]. These authors conclude that there are statistical problems with the dichotomization approach and that using sliding dichotomies does not automatically provide more power to detect proportional differences between treatment and control groups. The ProTECT III trial stratified the GOS-E scores according to initial injury severity with different criteria for reporting favourable outcomes in each stratum. From the Price et al. report, one can conclude that the issue of creating more subjective categories of good recovery vs bad recovery to find significant differences among patients is far from being resolved.

Ordinal scaling may be better, but is it good enough? {#s0014}
=====================================================

Even with the use of ordinal scales to improve the evaluation (adding a few more subjective categories than just good or bad recovery), the GOS-E measures themselves are still blunt. When there are large differences in outcomes after moderate and severe TBI across centres, the problem of reliability and validity of the outcome measures is of serious concern. In the face of such large between-centre disparities, it seems reasonable to ask why anyone would continue to use the qualitative, judgmental assessment as a primary or only outcome measure. It would have been highly informative to discuss this issue in the SyNAPSe trial publication \[[@CIT0059]\]. Perhaps the temptation to use these blunt instruments is one of the verses of the Siren's song that needs to be kept from the clinician's ears. Indeed, what are the temptations? It may be worthwhile to note that none of the problems with clinical trials would have been unambiguously solved by strengthening the pre-clinical studies---increasing the numbers of animals/group, using more sophisticated and stringent statistics or better blinding and selection techniques or providing more mechanistic analysis of drug effects---yet trial after trial uses the same outcomes and follows the same trial designs. Why?

Are there good reasons to keep the GOS as a primary measure? {#s0015}
============================================================

Why persist with the use of the GOS-E as a primary outcome measure (or use it at all) in TBI trials? There are many good alternatives, but they are much more time-consuming, much more expensive to administer and perhaps frustrating for patients if they don't understand why such testing might benefit them and their caregivers. Although the NIH Toolbox (free and online: <http://www.nihtoolbox.org/Pages/default.aspx>) provides 41 normed and validated multi-dimensional tests to evaluate cognitive, sensory, motor and emotional function in people from 3--85 years of age, the GOS and GOS-E are still the most-used primary outcome measures.

There is a rationale for doing this:It is widely used because it is widely used. The FDA likes it and, despite the efforts that went into the development of the NIH Toolbox, paradoxically, the GOS has been *recommended* by the NIH (the funding agency) for use as a primary outcome measure \[[@CIT0087],[@CIT0088]\] (but see also \[[@CIT0089]\] addressing additional concerns with this test).Compared to quantitative neuropsychological testing, it is easy to use.Can be given by structured interview, phone or even by mail.Takes only ∼10--15 minutes to administer.Does not require extensive training or professional certification to administer.Does not require any high technology to administer.It is relatively inexpensive.The categories are clinically relevant, address activities of daily living and are understandable by patients or their caregivers.

For practical reasons, then, it might make sense for FDA to encourage use of the GOS as a primary outcome measure, but if so many researchers agree that it has serious problems that in the long run can sink a clinical trial and a promising treatment, is the practicality worth it? How should one weigh the risks and benefits of a pragmatic approach to the assessment of a very complex and heterogeneous disease? The question of the use of GOS-E as a primary outcome in future clinical trials is not likely to be resolved anytime soon and there will be further debate on its value compared to the perspective taken by Poon et al. \[[@CIT0083]\] and others cited above. In a very recent article, Alali et al. \[[@CIT0090]\] argue that improving analysis methods for using the GOS-E under more sophisticated forms of statistical evaluation can lead to better prediction of functional outcomes just as effectively as the use of more multi-faceted testing approaches and this is why the FDA has accepted the GOS-E as 'the single primary outcome measure for TBI treatment trials' (p. 586).

The unspoken challenge: Time is money {#s0016}
=====================================

One major factor that does not often get discussed in the literature is cost and finance in the broad sense of the term. Everyone knows that large, multi-centre clinical trials take a long time, are extremely expensive and require vast amounts of effort. If sponsored by federal agencies there are usually 3--5 years of funding before another application for continuation is needed and over that interval government budgets can be dramatically altered, rarely for the better. Once approved for Phase III testing, ProTECT III took almost 5 years before it was stopped and the privately-funded SyNAPSe trial took somewhat over 3 years.

There was considerable pressure to complete the trials as quickly as possible, so centres were added on an *ad hoc* basis as the trials proceeded. In the haste to add more centres to recruit more patients, was quality control affected? Analysis of data entry errors and transgressions over time may answer this question. Using simplified outcome measures and short trial intervals (e.g. 3--6 month follow-ups) meant that the trials could be completed more quickly and there was an additional, important economic incentive for doing so. Before a new drug can be used in clinical practice someone has to manufacture it. For any investors or company manufacturing a potential new therapeutic agent, an important key to successful drug development is to have patent protection and exclusive control over the agent if it goes into clinical practice. In the US, new drug patents are issued for 20 years from the application date. Most patent holders do not disclose the details of a new invention (or drug) until they have national and international patent protection and the drug cannot be used in clinical trial until its details are disclosed to the FDA.

The longer a clinical trial takes to complete, the less time remains to have control over the manufacture and sale of the drug and there are often substantial domestic and international fees to maintain the patents. Patents are not free. If the trials begin with Phase I/II clinical testing and then go to Phase III, much of the time remaining for the patent protection is consumed---so there is every motivation to move as quickly as possible to completion. Long-term follow-ups and extensive testing quickly become very expensive and time-consuming. It is reasonable to speculate that, in addition to the hope of getting a successful treatment to patients as soon as possible, the SynAPSe investigators also sought fast-track approval for their drug to beat the clock before patent protection ran out.

Even if subsequent/secondary analyses of the progesterone trials were to show signs of efficacy and even if the FDA were to approve a smaller, more limited trial based on further pre-clinical and clinical data, progesterone's relatively low cost and now limited 'use' patent protection are negative incentives to any new investment in developing it as a treatment for TBI. Despite all the pre-clinical evidence of strong biological and functional signal, progesterone may never see success in clinical application for TBI. New trials would run out the limited use patents that currently exist and there would be no economic incentive to produce the drug for general clinical use in TBI without some protection. This is likely the reason so many other drugs that once showed promise in early development are never tested again in light of any new data---the patents run out and there is no longer an economic reason to make them. There is a substantial trade-off between taking the time to do all the appropriate clinical trial measures at the optimal time-points and the need to get the drug to market and recoup costs of research and development before the patent protection runs out.

The fallout from the Phase III trial failures: What if a good drug never gets used? {#s0017}
===================================================================================

Despite the positive pre-clinical evidence and the design issues surrounding both Phase III TBI clinical trials, there is a growing assumption that any further pre-clinical study of progesterone for TBI or other diseases is now futile. Even if the science of progesterone is good, for some, the negative trial findings make the possibility for translation to clinical use very unlikely. Thus, for example, this could mean that, even if there is substantial laboratory evidence that progesterone may work for stroke, it should never proceed to clinical trial because it didn't work for TBI. Or be tested for any other CNS disorder? This 'progesterone fatigue' becomes a serious dilemma, especially if there are no better treatment alternatives for TBI or stroke patients. It may very well be true that in humans, progesterone is simply not effective in treatment of CNS disorders, but this claim is far from being proven by the TBI trials. Is it rational to assume that, if a drug does not work in one setting, it will never work in any other setting? Many neurological specialists will argue that stroke and TBI are very different disorders, so is it logical to assume that mechanisms of TBI are virtually identical to the mechanisms of all the different kinds of stroke? Even before all the facts are in, many colleagues working with neurosteroids have already reported that, despite good scientific reviews of their research proposals, 'enthusiasm' for funding is diminished because the clinical trials were not positive. How is further progress to be made? Are there better options than a rush to judgement?

Time to change some rules {#s0018}
=========================

Growing awareness of how serious the problem has become is demonstrated by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ)-mandated white paper \[[@CIT0010]\] and by a recent \$17 M DoD grant, the TBI Endpoints Development (TED) Award, to the University of California San Francisco to support a public-private partnership to focus on designing and developing better clinical trials for TBI interventions. The group plans to examine records from thousands of patients to see if they can tease out what needs to be done to improve patient selection and diagnostic and outcome measures. Colonel Dallas Hack, Director of the US Army Combat Casualty Care Research Program reported to have said he initiated the TED programme because '\[i\]t had been a growing source of frustration to me that we couldn't get anything through the system. *If you can't win the game you have to change the rules*' (emphasis added) \[[@CIT0091]\].

To-do list {#s0019}
==========

Besides careful adherence to institutionally mandated (FDA, NIH, individual centres, etc.) guidelines, here are four suggestions to improve the chances of a successful clinical trial. This list is by no means exhaustive and, as the TED research program goes forward, it is likely that other recommendations will emerge.

(1) Agree on how to define brain injury {#s0020}
---------------------------------------

A more precise and focused pathoanatomical characterization of TBI must be devised and used consistently to select patients for enrolment in clinical trials. This has been a high priority for the NIH and was extensively discussed in a consensus report back in 2008 \[[@CIT0092]\]. Despite its ease of administration, it may be time to retire the GOS. As in animal studies, subject/patient selection should be based on a combination of imaging, biomarker and functional outcome measures that permit more localization and quantification of the injury as it evolves over time; however, the technology currently available may not yet be completely applicable to patients (see discussion by Wright et al. \[[@CIT0058]\]). This is one area where animal TBI studies and clinical TBI studies show a wide divergence. In virtually all animal studies, a well-defined type and anatomical locus of brain injury is selected for study (e.g. bilateral, frontal cortex injury over the midline, sagittal sinus, striatum, motor cortex, etc.). The drugs are targeted to manage the specific injury and corroboration comes from multiple independent studies demonstrating whether the drug effect is robust or not. In clinical trials, TBI may be defined as 'blunt force to the head', 'penetrating injury', 'complicated mild' \[[@CIT0063]\], etc. Blunt? Penetrating? Any locus? Diffuse axonal injury? \[[@CIT0093]\] Subcortical or cortical bleeding? Bilateral or unilateral? Cortical or subcortical oedema? All of the above in the same trial? No wonder there are substantial differences between pre-clinical and clinical outcomes.

Large, multi-centre trials based on very broad categories and definitions of brain injury are not working. 'Brain injuries' are not all the same. As Colonel Hack has noted, there are currently 42 different published definitions of concussion. What is the best definition to use? The same problem likely applies to other forms of brain injury, as the neurosurgeon Geoffrey Manley also suggested in a recent interview on how to improve TBI outcomes \[[@CIT0091]\]. The fact that there are a number of upcoming policy-level meetings to build consensus on what to measure and when attests to the importance of this problem for the field of TBI. Manley recently noted that 'TBI lags 40--50 years behind heart disease and cancer in terms of progress and understanding of the actual disease process and its potential aftermath' \[[@CIT0091]\].

Although Manley's points are well taken and important, the issue goes well beyond problems with clinical research on TBI. It is an endemic issue facing clinical trial research in general and how much time, effort and money is spent following false leads based on shaky foundations. In a special issue of *Injury* on outcomes research, one paper argues that"Fundamental to the reduction of bias in clinical research is the choice of valid and reliable outcomes. The choice of ideal outcome in clinical study has become increasingly complex due to the variety of measures promoted in orthopaedics. The consistency in which outcomes are chosen or applied in the orthopaedic literature is highly variable. Despite decades of fracture research, *we continue to struggle with basic definitions of healing* \[[@CIT0094], p. 231\] (emphasis added)."

No clear consensus on what constitutes healing? How does one develop a drug if one doesn't know what it's supposed to treat?

One alternative is to select fewer patients with more specifically defined brain injuries and study them more intensively with more quantitative measures over longer periods of time. The notion of a 'primary outcome' measure may have to be discarded in favour of evaluating multiple quantitative behavioural and morphological measures indicative of both short- and long-term recovery. This would substantially reduce variability, but would take more time (and money) to accomplish, but in the long-run might be much cheaper than failure. Fewer centres (and only those with an established record of effective clinical trial performance) should be used, at least in the first stages of a Phase III trial. The NIH creation of the NETT is a step in the right direction and, once the program has had time to be evaluated, NIH-supported clinical trials should be limited to centres that meet all the stringent criteria for handling brain-injured patients. All data from the trials, including the data entry errors and transgressions, should be publicly available for further independent analyses.

(2) Improve animal studies {#s0021}
--------------------------

To the extent possible, animal models of brain injury should be designed to reflect aspects of human brain injury that will be examined in clinical trials. Both bench and clinical investigators should first reach consensus on this issue through active collaboration and consultation in pre-clinical and clinical trial designs. This can be done in the early stages of planning by having a steering committee consisting of basic researchers and clinicians and funding agency officials who can take advantage of the vast amount of information available online. The trial parameters should be independently evaluated by review panels of basic and clinical research experts.

While pre-clinical studies can inform clinical trial planning as to dose, duration and window of treatment parameters, they are only suggested guidelines that must be replicated in early-stage Phase I/II clinical trials. Animal studies can only partially replicate issues concerning drug metabolism rate and absorption, patient drug and environmental history and genomics and can only serve as rough guidelines for clinical research. In turn, surprisingly few pre-clinical studies examine the interactions between age, sex, environment, pre-morbid conditions such as vitamin/hormonal deficiencies, injury-induced systemic inflammatory disease, stress and handling and the strain of the animals used in the conduct of the research. This is where consensus between the pre-clinical and clinical communities is essential to determine what is needed. To force the issue, it may be necessary for federal agencies such as the FDA and NIH to establish very specific criteria for defining different categories of TBI and then limiting a trial to only those patients in just one (or two) of those categories. This is essentially what is done in the pre-clinical studies to enable replication and substantiation of results. Complaining about patient heterogeneity and the experimental variance caused by it needs to be replaced with more pro-active management and less ambitious, more carefully focused enrolment criteria for TBI trials.

When clinical trials report disappointing results there is a tendency to claim that, if pre-clinical animal studies had reported their negative as well as positive findings, the problem of going forward with a clinical trial based on limited results would have been avoided. There may be some truth to this and there has been a slight uptick in the reporting of negative outcomes in some journals. However, the pre-clinical study must be closely examined to confirm that it did not fail because it was poorly conducted. In this case journals can supply common data elements as supplementary material (since most are online anyway) and readers can judge for themselves. The same should be done for clinical trials.

(3) Develop better physiological and predictive biomarkers {#s0022}
----------------------------------------------------------

Although better biomarkers that are sensitive to the acute injury cascade could help with prognoses and even with patient assignment/enrolment (for TBI, early-stage imaging, serum markers of the inflammatory cascade \[[@CIT0095]\], breakdown of blood--brain-barrier and its restoration and the regulation of trophic factors to prevent further cell death), another key area for brain injury and stroke is when and how often to measure functional outcomes. Both pre-clinical and clinical studies need to determine how long after an injury functional and metabolic markers are needed to assess outcome and when recovery or the lack of it is manifest. Are assessments at 3 and 6 months post-injury sufficient to judge whether quality-of-life is fully stabilized? In a largely forgotten chapter on 'late changes in the nervous system', Geschwind \[[@CIT0096]\], a leading neurologist in his time, wrote that, after brain lesions, 'it may be the rule that one never achieves an equilibrium. There are immediate changes, and changes occurring over seconds, hours, days weeks, months and indeed years' (p. 468). Geschwind chronicles late changes in recovery in peripheral nerve, spinal cord, cerebellum and brain stem, hemiplegia and aphasia. One of his patients who was severely aphasic up to a year after his injury was advised that, with his persistent condition, he would not be able to return to work. At 2 years and with no additional therapy or treatment, he told Geschwind that he had returned to his full-time work as a salesman. Under the current clinical trial outcomes for TBI, based on a single quality-of-life questionnaire, the authors have no idea what patient outcomes will be a year or more after injury and whether there would have been a differential response to earlier pharmacological and rehabilitation treatments. As Geschwind and others (see Luria \[[@CIT0097]\]) knew over 40 years ago, there is no law of neurology or neuroscience (but there may be such a principle for health insurance companies) declaring that if recovery does not occur within 3--6 months, it will never occur. In sum, long(er)-term follow-ups of perhaps 2--3 years after injury, with use of more sensitive and quantitative measures of functional recovery, should be required in all Phase III trials for TBI and stroke.

(4) Report and address problems with data handling {#s0023}
--------------------------------------------------

Along with other enrolment criteria, the type, extent and frequency of data entry errors (for each participating institution) and the techniques used to clean up the errors should be reported as supplementary data in all clinical trial reports. It will be important to address the problem of data entry errors in larger-scale clinical trials, often involving hundreds of variably trained staff across dozens or even hundreds of centres and different countries. Even single-centre studies can have problems with data errors and transgressions in clinical trial databases, which can lead to inconsistent reports, transfer of data in appropriate format, adverse events, misinterpretation of information and issues with the specific care of patients in the trial. For example, in one study, Goldberg et al. \[[@CIT0098]\] used two large oncology databases from an academic centre in Boston to evaluate errors that could influence treatment and outcome of oncology patients. The investigators found that errors in data were common and led to as much as a 13.5% error rate in each of the databases they studied at just the one centre. Even if 'cleaned up' prior to analysis, such an error rate could translate into dosing errors and erroneous assignments of patients. In the case of the two clinical trials seeking to find a 10% treatment effect, it would seem that the possibility of even a 13% error rate could do serious damage. Data entry error rates and the methods for clearing up the mistakes should have been reported along with the other data published in the two recent progesterone Phase III trial reports \[[@CIT0058],[@CIT0059]\].

Conclusions {#s0024}
===========

In the final analysis, it is not just about what is lost in translation from pre-clinical animal studies to clinical trials. It's about having precise definitions about how best to diagnose and characterize disease (in this case TBI), precise and quantitative measures of outcomes, how to select the most appropriate patients, how to tailor treatment parameters to suit the patient's condition and several other issues like trial design and execution.

Continuing to perform clinical trials under the same mandated standards makes no sense. One major new initiative is the application of adaptive design to clinical trials, a methodology being considered to replace the traditional RCT with its rigorously fixed sample sizes and equal randomization to study groups. Adaptive design typically uses Bayesian computer modeling to help 'adapt' patient assignment to groups, adjust sample sizes as the data come in and allow for modifications in the dosing and duration of drug treatment protocols as the trial progresses and data accumulate. With proper planning and if the trial hypotheses are clearly stated during the design and planning process, new cohorts of patients can even be added (see Yin \[[@CIT0099]\] for comprehensive discussion on these points). This topic is well beyond the scope of this chapter, but there are now excellent resources available to learn more (as but one example, see He et al. \[[@CIT0100]\]).

Thus, on many fronts, clinical trialists will have to take the lead in pressing for the development of new trial paradigms, but it would be folly to do so without much more collaboration with basic, pre-clinical scientists who need to do the studies that make the most sense to move new drugs and techniques to the patient's bedside. This may require overcoming some of the siloization and often stultifying bureaucracy that currently affects the government/academic/scientific and medical communities.

Although the author no longer has any financial gains, royalties or licensing agreements from research on progesterone, he does hold active patents related to the use of progesterone in TBI and certain forms of CNS tumours.
